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Extreme Risk Management Revolutionary Approaches
Enterprises are looking to software-defined networking technologies to cut networking costs, become more agile, better serve customers and better support employee remote working, according to a new ...

Enterprises Seek SDN Expertise from Providers as Demand Increases
Covid-19 is a reminder that not all perils are insurable, and that risk management and business continuity planning play a critical role in helping businesses survive extreme events. The outbreak ...

Top 3 risks to businesses in 2021
Molex, a global electronics leader and connectivity innovator, today announced the results of a global survey of Industry 4.0 manufacturing stakeholders driving advancements in robotics, complex ...

Molex Releases Results of Global Survey on 'State of Industry 4.0'
In the same way, a profusion of data management architectures now exist that align themselves with an ELT approach ... risk of smoothly moving data from place to place or the complexity of moving the ...

Out with ETL, in with ELT - why data preparation needs to change
Multinational corporations (MNCs) are now active in at least 70 countries rated at

medium

to

extreme ... systemic nature of risk ̶ along supply chains, across geographies, and within transaction ...

Risky Business: Geopolitics and the Global Corporation
Tony Schick, OPB/EarthFix Dunn, who fought fires for eight years before getting his doctorate, now works on a Forest Service risk management ... the need to change our approach to the risks ...

Can 'Moneyball' Fix How The West Manages Wildfire?
Once a haven for tuberculosis patients, Barlow Respiratory Hospital is uniquely suited to the COVID and post-COVID eras.

Seeing the Pandemic Through the Shuttered Bungalows of an L.A. Sanatorium
The richest person on Earth, Bezos kick started the e-commerce revolution ... where it

s such an adversarial labor-management relationship." Labor scholars and advocates said they expect a similar ...

Jeff Bezos made Amazon a behemoth, but his legacy is complicated
So one extreme is full decentralization ... more structure when it comes to who works from home and when. How do I approach that decision? How do I decide that in an equitable way and communicate ...

Hybrid Work Is Here To Stay. Now What?
JBA is the global leader in flood risk management ... extreme non-typhoon and typhoon precipitation. The model includes industrial site footprints and a sophisticated disaggregation approach ...

JBA Global Flood Data
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.

Today s Premium Stories
Drought conditions are rated from extreme to exceptional in much of California ... are reinvesting in renewable energies in a direct approach to reduce their oil and gas production.

Heat Waves And Billion-Dollar Extreme Weather Events ‒ Are They Linked To Greenhouse Gases And Fossil Energies?
Below, we share our risk assessments, as well as some risk ... which has bucked the extreme yield trend, should remain stable and comparatively high at 3.25%. Unfortunately, these conditions ...

What Are Bond Investors Thinking? Their 3 Top Concerns
Poor gas detection performance and ineffective management of gas detection systems ... Capitalizing on the fourth industrial revolution, Saudi Aramco took a holistic approach to improving the gas ...

Smart Sensors for Gas Detection
Professor Fletcher, who is also Director of the University's Revolution ... based management should be a guiding principle of coastal resource governance as it provides a holistic approach to ...

New UN report calls for urgent help for world's oceans
Still, stocks and bonds must now compete for investors

attention with lots of new-ish assets, some based on novel technologies and prone to extreme volatility ... of risk appetite and speculation.

Barron's
Some of the malicious code used in the cyber spying campaign was developed by the Mahak Rayan Afraz tech company in Tehran, who have ties to the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, according to ...
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